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Objectives
➢ Use plasma activation to increase adhesion

of titanium thin films

➢ Understand the mechanisms associated for

painted CFRP

• Polymer based composites such as Carbon Fibres Reinforced Polymer (CFRP)

are increasingly employed in aircraft industry because of their high specific

resistance compare to metallic materials

• These materials are very sensitive to tribological wear (e.g. erosion) and the

deposition of metallic or ceramic thin films on their surface can be a solution to

increase their durability

• But adhesion of such films is low on polymer substrates [1]

Introduction

Composition Concentration (% w/w)

Bisphenol A & F epoxy resin 10

Polyamide amine 10

Trizinc bis(orthophosphate) 10

Titanium dioxide 20

Others 50
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XPS analysis after 10 minutes treatment

XPS analysis help to understand the

improvement of surface energy by the

creation or increase of polar chemical

bonds at the surface of epoxy

These new chemical functions are

created directly during the interaction

with the plasma and/or after reaction

with air after return to atmospheric

pressure

AFM scanning
AFM scans done after treatment (Ar plasma during 20 min), show a slight

increase of the roughness from 76 nm to 106 nm
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Plasma treatment parameters:

• Chamber pressure set at 9×10-3 mbar

• Different gases: Ar, N2, O2

• Exposure times: 30 s to 20 min

• RF substrates biasing: -300 V

• Temperature < 77 °C

Magnetron sputtering deposition chamber

(AJA International)
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1. Plasma activation of CFRP Surface energy

Surface energy of epoxy based paint increases strongly with RF plasma treatment

after 30 seconds and reaches a maximum value, about 76 mJ/m2 after 5 minutes

Values obtained are consistent with literature results on CFRP based epoxy matrix [2]

13° contact 

angle with water

70° contact 

angle with water

Contact angle measurement right

after activation (tens minutes) with

water and methylene iodide

Plasma treatment leads to surface chemical composition

modification with formation and increase of polar groups (C=O, OH-)

Roughness is slightly altered

500 nm Ti layer

3. Titanium coating and adhesion
Results are given for 500 nm Ti layer deposited right

after a 10 minutes plasma treatment with Argon

(no return to atmosphere)

Temperature < 132 °C

Scratch test for adhesion measurement
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Cracks through the 

thickness

Conclusion
➢ Epoxy based paint has been plasma activated under low

pressure with a Ar, N2 and O2 gas discharge

➢ Main effect is chemical modifications with the increase and

the formation of polar groups (C=O, OH-, N-H)

➢ These modifications increase the reactivity of the surface

that enhances adhesion of Ti thin films

Perspectives
➢ More investigations on effect of plasma treatment on surface

roughness with SEM observation

➢ Comparison of Ti thin films adhesion with other gas

discharge (O2 and N2) and at intermediary treatment duration

(30 seconds)

➢ Understand the evolution of adhesion of such thin films with

plasma activation

2. Mechanisms

Plasma treatments are known to modify surface properties of polymer through

energetic transfer between plasma-phase species and molecules at the surface

Four main effects are involved [3] :

Crosslinking or branching of surface molecules
Surface cleaning
Etching

Chemical modifications with formation of new functional groups

Surface energy of epoxy based paint is increased by plasma treatment

Maximum value is reached faster with oxygen plasma: after one minute

Ti targets

Discussion

Higher reactivity of the surface means more chemical interfacial bonds

with titanium atoms and thus, a better adhesion of the thin films

These modification explain the increase of the surface energy and thus,

the higher reactivity of epoxy based paint after treatment


